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Oliver Stone and the Camel Club return in #1 bestselling author David Baldacci's most stunning

adventure yet.An attack on the heart of power . . . In sight of the White House . . . At a place known

as . . . HELL'S CORNERJohn Carr, aka Oliver Stone-once the most skilled assassin his country

ever had-stands in Lafayette Park in front of the White House, perhaps for the last time. The

president has personally requested that Stone serve his country again on a high-risk, covert

mission. Though he's fought for decades to leave his past career behind, Stone has no choice but

to say yes.Then Stone's mission changes drastically before it even begins. It's the night of a state

dinner honoring the British prime minister. As he watches the prime minister's motorcade leave the

White House that evening, a bomb is detonated in Lafayette Park, an apparent terrorist attack

against both leaders. It's in the chaotic aftermath that Stone takes on a new, more urgent

assignment: find those responsible for the bombing.British MI-6 agent Mary Chapman becomes

Stone's partner in the search for the unknown attackers. But their opponents are elusive, capable,

and increasingly lethal; worst of all, it seems that the park bombing may just have been the opening

salvo in their plan. With nowhere else to turn, Stone enlists the help of the only people he knows he

can trust: the Camel Club. Yet that may be a big mistake.In the shadowy worlds of politics and

intelligence, there is no one you can really trust. Nothing is really what it seems to be. And Hell's

Corner truly lives up to its name. This may be Oliver Stone's and the Camel Club's last stand.
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Oliver Stone has led so many lives he lost count. For all the losses he has suffered there has been

the gain in his friends and cohorts known as the Camel Club. A group of people that are as different

they come together and make one large, right group. They solve crimes, take care of each other

and never fail to have one another's back. But this latest case is one Stone has to handle on his

own and no one including him is happy about it even though the President of the United States is

asking for his help.But before Stone can do his work for the President a bomb goes off across the

street from the White House creating the scenario where conclusions are drawn, angles are worked

and assumptions made. While everyone is running to the right the masterminds are veering to the

left and keeping everyone off balance including all the alphabet agencies in Washington, DC. Stone

is drafted back into the service of the government with the promise that all past indiscretions would

be erased yet the problem for Stone is that his sins have been of such huge proportion he is not

sure this is a statement based in fact. But Stone finds himself partnered with an MI6 agent who is as

cunning as he is and keeps up even while running after him. The Camel Club goes from upset at

being turned away to forcing its way into the investigation and from that moment on the

determination to capture the criminal and figure out what is really going on grows to a proportion

even Stone can't control.But the agency he is now working for is throwing him off with smoke and

mirrors, bodies are piling up, misconceptions abound and everyone becomes a suspect.
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